AFTER HAVING A DISCUSSION ON COPYRIGHT RIGHTS AND THE RULES IN GALEN MEDICAL JOURNAL, THE EDITORIAL BOARD OF GMJ DECIDED THAT A SMALL MEDICAL JOURNAL HAS NO NEED TO HOLD THE COPYRIGHT, THOUGH TRANSFERRING THE COPYRIGHT TO THE PUBLISHER IS STILL A COMMON INQUIRY IN MANY JOURNALS. GMJ WANTS NOTHING MORE THAN BEING ABLE TO PUBLISH ARTICLES AT FIRST AND NOTHING MORE. IN THIS REGARD, THE GMJ HAS CHANGED ITS COPYRIGHT POLICY. WE BELIEVE THIS ALTERATION IS MORE AUTHOR-FRIENDLY AND COULD RESULT IN FURTHER DISSEMINATION OF KNOWLEDGE IN PART, BECAUSE IT LETS READERS TO FREELY EXPLORE WITHIN THE PUBLISHED PAPERS AND DATA. FROM JANUARY 2013, AUTHORS WILL RETAIN THE COPYRIGHT AND WILL ONLY BE ASKED TO GRANT US THE RIGHT TO BE THE FIRST TO PUBLISH THEIR ARTICLE. THE NEW COPYRIGHT POLICY IS AS FOLLOWS; THESE ARE NOW INCLUDED IN OUR INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS:

AUTHORS WHO PUBLISH WITH THE GMJ AGREE TO THE FOLLOWING TERMS:

a. Authors retain copyright and grant The GMJ the exclusive license and right of first publication with the work simultaneously licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non-commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/), which allows the work to be freely used, distributed, and built upon for non-commercial reasons, as long as proper attribution to the work’s authorship and initial publication in the GMJ is given.

b. Authors are permitted to distribute the GMJ’s published version of the work (e.g., post it to an institutional repository or publish it in a book), with an acknowledgement of its initial publication in the GMJ.

LANGUAGE SERVICES FOR THE AUTHORS

Since we have had many linguistic problems with the articles which are submitted by many of our authors, we decided to provide language services for instructing and editing of the papers submitted in the GMJ. In this regard, our language editors are prepared to give a hand to the submitters who are not able to provide a good and acceptable language editing for their manuscripts. Obviously this will cost the authors but we tried to have cost-benefit offers since our main goal is to improve the quality of our papers and shorten the peer review duration rather than the economical purposes. Authors can email their paper’s editor and ask for the service and receive the forms for Language services including editing, translating, and scientific preparations.

The Editorial Board has tried to make the policies and instructions for authors simple and clear and is looking forward to a better and more successful future, thanks to our authors, readers, and reviewers.

Soheil Ashkani-Esfahani
Editor, Galen Medical Journal